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ASEAN: Updates on OTP - Bans and Regulations 

While we have been focusing on cigarettes, but what about Other 
Tobacco Products (OTP)? Some examples of OTP are smokeless 
tobacco, roll-your-own and cigarillos. In the Philippines, the law 
requires health warning on OTP, which is considered similar to 
cigarettes; there is an advertising ban on OTP in mass media while 
advertising at POS is permitted. In Cambodia, OTP is covered under 
the Sub-Decree No. 35 on the Measures to Ban Advertising of 
Tobacco Products in 2011. In Thailand, the TC law states any tobacco 
product coming from Nicotiana Tabaccum needs to be treated as 
same as cigarette, and OTP is included. For Vietnam, OTP is banned 
as stated in Article 9, Vietnam Tobacco Law which strictly prohibited 
advertising and promotion of tobacco products. In Lao PDR, OTP is 

covered by TC law as same as all type of cigarettes but there is no tax charge for OTP. 

With strong regulation on cigarettes, people may switch to OTP. According to regulations on OTP, countries 
consider them as harmful products that need to be banned. However, information on OTP is still lacking and it could 
result in escaping enforcement. The MAC Network is not limited to cigarettes only but includes OTP.  

Please share more information on OTP on SIS MAC Network Facebook for effective counteraction against all 
tobacco products. 

Malaysia: Japan Tobacco to take over JTI (Malaysia) 

 April 1, (Free Malaysia Today) JT International (Malaysia), which makes Camel and Salem cigarettes, has received 
a takeover offer of RM808.4 million from Japan Tobacco to buy the remaining 39.63% or 103.549 million shares. JT 
did not provide the rationale behind the conditional takeover offer.  

What this means for Malaysia, should the takeover proceed is that a fully foreign company, JT, that controls 20% of 
the Malaysian tobacco market (2.8 billion sticks) would be selling foreign cigarettes and taking out all the profits 
made from the sales. It will leave behind the people who will fall sick from smoking its cigarettes for the local health 
system to treat. It will import fully tax-free cheap leaves from neighbouring countries to cut down production cost and 
make available cigarettes as cheaply as possible. Currently a pack of Winston cost RM10.50. JTI Malaysia also 
sells Mevius (formerly Mild Seven) in Malaysia at RM12.00.  

Since JT will remain as an investor in the country it will fight to maintain its privileges accorded to any investor. It will 
also try and persuade the government in partnering with it to tackle smuggling issues. JTI is the international 
tobacco division of Japan Tobacco Inc, the world’s third largest manufacturer of tobacco products, with a global 
market share of 10.5%. Ref: http://bit.ly/1hbUvrW  

PHILPPINES: The Only Country Philip Morris 
Still Supports Art Award 

On 4 April PMFTC (Philip Morris Fortune Tobacco 
Corporation) presented awards to winners of the Philippines 
Arts Award at the Yuchengco Museum. It appears the 
Philippines is the only country that still allows such 
sponsorship of art. The Museum perhaps was not aware 
tobacco sponsorship of art is banned. Budding young artists 
too probably were not told that PMFTC can not sponsor this 
competition.  

The eight winners of the Philippines art award will go to the 
Basel Art Fair in Hong Kong this May to display their winning 
pieces. They probably will discover they are the only ones 
who won a tobacco industry sponsored art competition. 
Under the WHO FCTC, to which Philippines is a party, 
sponsorship by tobacco companies such as this art award is 
tobacco promotion, hence should be banned.  

Ref: http://yuchengcomuseum.org/philippine-art-awards-
announces-winners-2014/ 

Citi Research: Global Cigarette Report   

March 25, Citi Research launched the Fourth Annual 
Global Cigarette Report, which provides a detailed analysis 
of the ~$800 billion global cigarette market, including 
information on 22 of the world's largest cigarette markets. 
This report includes 2013 review / 2014 outlook sections for 
each of these major markets, as well as detailed analysis 
based on data compiled from many company and industry 
reports and the estimates of global tobacco analysts.  

It has information useful to tobacco control. According to 
the report on Asia Pacific, after two years of volume 
growth, Asia Pacific cigarette volumes fell 0.2% in 2013. A 
nearly 16% decline in the Philippines was a major driver of 
the decline, while Indonesia (+1.9%), proved to be less of 
an offset than in past years (e.g., 2012’s +8.2% increase).  
 
For selected country summaries and full report, please 
email worrawan@seatca.org  
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